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Faith: A Fresh Take

Making Changes Sometimes Easier
When Prayer Added to the Mix
In my work, the phrase “new normal” is a constant theme. Working with
families who are learning to cope with
the challenges of
supporting a loved
one with mental
illness, or who have
lost a loved one to
suicide is a daily reminder that life is
about change, and
more importantly,
about acceptance
of that change.
Recently, I helped my Mother select
finishings for the new home she is
building in the area. She will soon
retire and relocate from Dallas. As I
watched her deliberate about cabinet
colors, flooring selections and paint
choices, I know that she and I were
both more concerned about her transition to her new home than the selection of her granite countertops. It’s
not easy to leave friends, the comforts
of our routines and the stability of
knowing what’s expected of us in our
work. I felt genuine compassion for my
Mother as we drove from one vendor to
the next to make her selections. I know
that while she certainly feels excitement, she’s also experiencing some
degree of fear and apprehension.
I think it’s natural to question our
“next steps” in life. We experience
many transitions as we journey into
and through adulthood. We graduate
from high school with countless hopes
and dreams, but the doors of the “real
world” prove wider and the opportunities behind them more complicated
than we imagined. We respond to our
freedom and choices by enabling the
mantra “seize the day,” and we fear that
if we don’t seize whatever opportunity
presents, we will simply miss out.
We choose relationships, careers,
and places to call home, and we make
those decisions in a vortex of excitement. I wonder now how much time I
actually spent considering the longterm impact of the decisions that
delivered me into adulthood.
The excitement and freedom of
young adulthood certainly does not
allow for much time to stop and reflect
on our decisions, or even to integrate
the changes as they happen. We wake
up one morning worried about what
we will wear to the next social event,
to waking up the next, married, buying our first home, and expecting our
first child. We are grateful for these
changes — there is no question that we
wanted them. We seized these opportunities.

As I approach 40, however, I have
realized that I need to slow down. The
vortex of excitement that once drove
me has taken a back seat to a more
methodical and more meditative approach. More than ever, my spiritual
life factors into my decisions. I think I
can safely say that the differentiating
factor between my early adulthood and
my present experience has been my
effort to integrate my spiritual life and
my daily existence. I find that while I
still struggle with change, I am more
likely now to ask for a little help. Some
people call it letting go. I call it prayer.
Though I am very much looking
forward to my Mother’s move, it will be
a transition for her and for my family.
Our routines will be adjusted somewhat to welcome her into our daily
lives. I will worry about her as she
searches for new work, new friends,
and her place in a new community.
There is no question that it will take
some time to work through the changes that having my Mother nearby for
the first time in nineteen years will
inevitably bring. In the end, I trust
that she will be happy here, and I’ll
be thrilled to have more time with her
and for her to know my children better.
This change is a good thing. And in the
moments that I fear it, a little prayer
delivers peace.
Life continues to transition. The
changes help us look a little deeper
inside our motivations. They help us
rekindle our faith in each other and
reconnect with our own spirits. They
remind us that we are not alone in this
crazy and wild ride through life. Our
situations change constantly, and they
require adjustment and acceptance.
In the end, we are reinventing our
“normal” everyday.
— Emily Smith
Emily Smith lives in Fairview
Heights, Ill., with her husband Kevin
and their two young sons, Luke and
Christian. Formerly Executive Director of Bring Change 2 Mind, she now
works as the executive director of
the Smith Family not-for-profit, Karla
Smith Foundation. The organization
supports families affected by mental
illness and suicide. Through Karla
Smith Foundation, Emily has recently
launched a new campaign designed to
inspire women to proactively care for
their physical, mental and spiritual
health: I WAS NOT BUILT TO BRAKE.
Email Emily at emily.smith@karlasmithfoundation.org or connect with
her on Facebook at Karla Smith Foundation or I Was Not Built to Brake.
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A Gap Year: Not Just a Way to
Scare Your Parents
For the people-pleasers, the overNational Forest
achievers, and the avid day planner
with retirees.
users, deciding what to do after high
I enjoyed every
school or college can be some of the
minute of it and
most stressful periods in a young
realized in October
person’s life. It is as though miniature
of this past year,
counterparts of your parents/Jiminy
sitting in a circle of
Cricket sit on one shoulder, and a
juniors-on-retreat
small conglomeration representative
from Althoff Cathoof SOCIETY sits on the other.
lic High School
They are ever-so-subtly yanking you
in Belleville that
in two different directions with a vateaching or working with youth in a
riety of advice and speculations about
church or school was where I needed
your perfect career or what subjects
to be.
should be considered your college
A “Year of Service,” “Gap Year,” or a
major instead of just “a hobby.” I’ve
“Year Spent Away” is not for everyone.
been there and it’s interesting, to say
I took that road because I was VERY
the least.
unsure of what I wanted to do, and
My first two years after high school
didn’t want to hurry into a career that
were spent living at home and attendI would hate and realize, when I’m
ing the community college down the
50 years old, that life had completely
road.
passed me by.
Besides taking a full course load, I
For those of you that are panicking
was active in theater, choir, and was
about next year, or are considering taklucky enough to compete with the coling a year off — RESEARCH all of your
lege’s nationally ranked speech team
options before presenting them to your
as well as being president of student
family, and pray! Both will cut down
government, and a confirmation caton interrogations about your future,
echist.
reduce stress, and you’ll meet your
This was all very exciting, but by the new endeavor with a whole lot more
end of my term at the college, I barely
confidence.
had any idea of what I wanted to do. I
Taking a year of service is meant to
had grand dreams of what I thought
gain new experiences and work hard,
would be fun to do, but practicality
not sit at home on the couch. Personoften “plagued” my sometimes ridicually, this past year has enabled me to
lously over-the- top imagination.
become a stronger Catholic, a more
This, coupled with a strong need not confident leader and has really made
to disappoint anyone, left me VERY
me pay closer attention to the smaller
uncertain about what my next step
things in God’s beautiful creation.
should be.
Think very carefully, be patient,
and pray very hard if you think taking
From there, I transferred to the
University of Evansville and decided to a year off is for you because with the
right motivation and a very open mind,
nab a degree in History with the halfyour gap year will be one of the finest
hearted intent to become a professor.
adventures you will ever have.
When reality set in after two wonPeace.
derful years, part of which were spent
— Annie-Rose Martin
abroad at UE’s Harlaxton College near
Grantham, England, I realized I
had only made miniscule progress in discovering God’s plan for
me. I prayed. Real hard.
I quickly came to the conclusion that I would take a Year of
Service.
I returned for one fabulous seventh summer at Camp Ondessonk
as the assistant director of the
Counselor in Training program.
This led me to spend my “year doing something else,” right back at
camp as a member of the Outdoor
Education program staff.
No big urban area working
with inner-city youth; no small
hut in village teaching young ‘uns
how to read, but right back in
Ozark, Ill. I did everything from
leading a passel of eighth-graders
through our high ropes challenge
course, to traversing the Shawnee Annie-Rose, center, with friends.
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